12V EMERGENCY POWER LIGHT

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Slide plug from light base and carefully pull cable out.
2. Plug into 12V receptacle. Light should work immediately.
3. Adjust magnetic back to the best working position and attach to anything metal.
4. Remove plug from power receptacle and rewind power cord into body by rotating black ring.

TO REPLACE BULB:
1. Adjust black ring until lens screws become visible when viewed from the back of the unit
2. Remove the 4 screws. The black ring will lift off.
3. Remove lens. To remove bulb grip firmly and pull. It will come out easily.
4. Reassemble in reverse order.

USE SAFETY WHEN CHANGING BULBS:
1. Always ensure the unit is disconnected.
2. Wear gloves to protect your hands.

TO REPLACE FUSE IN 12V PLUG:
1. Unscrew ring.
2. Replace fuse and reassemble.
(Maximum 3 amp)